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Communication
NanoSILICON, Inc. is growing. In an effort to keep our
customers informed of our latest upgrades and industry trends,
we offer you our quarterly newsletter.
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NSi Expanding Capacity
As our customer base increases and our long-term customers ramp up, we
found it difficult to keep up with demand. Recognizing the needs of our
customers, NanoSILICON, Inc. created a timeline for expansion.
Installation of three more polishers took place in July with two more
polishers scheduled to come online by the end of Q4. The increased
capacity these polishers provide will shorten our lead times and allow for
on time deliveries. We understand the importance of meeting our
customer delivery schedules and will always do our best to accommodate
those needs.
Expansion of the NSi cleanroom is already underway with hopes of
finishing by Q4. The much-needed extra space provides room for our
second KLA Tencor 6220, doubling our particle check capacity. The new
portion of the cleanroom will also house a 200mm scrubber aiding in
obtaining the tighter particle counts our customers have been requesting.
For the past several months, the launch of NSO, NanoSILICON Oxide
has been successfully producing various Wet and Dry Thermal Oxides for
many of our customers. Due to increased demand, we are working on
qualifying two more tubes by the end of Q4.
We at NSi value our customers and know you are vital to our success.
NSi will continue to strive for constant improvement. Please contact your
sale representative today for the latest production updates.

NanoSILICON, Inc.
Reliable - Quality - Services
sales@nanosiliconinc.com

Capabilities
Polishing

2” - 300mm Diameters
200µm - 2mm Thickness

Metals

<5E10 Production Yield
Data Sheets Available

Surface
Ra<3Å Production Yield
Roughness
Verified Semi Annually
Lead Time

2-3 Weeks ARO
On Most Orders

Wafer
Grades

Reclaim
Metals & Non-Metals
Virgin
Test & Prime
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SEMICON West 2017
Highlights from SEMI Silicon Manufacturing Group (SMG) Status Conference at
Semicon West
As members of the Semi Silicon Manufacturing Group (SMG), we attended
the conference on Thursday, July 13th at Semicon West. The conference
included presentations and industry outlooks from Semi staff, as well as VLSI
research, and others. Here are just a few of the key points from the
conference.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IC Sales for Q2 ’17 rose by 17% and forecast for balance of year is
strong
Silicon shortage caused by increase in usage and absence of new fab
capacity
Strong growth in Memory (>20%) this year
Silicon wafer demand very high, fab capacity strained, prices
increasing
2017 will be record for sales of wafer fab equipment
Silicon drivers: Cloud & Auto, Smartphones, PC replacement cycle
Semiconductor will grow at a CAGR of 5.2% in next 5 years

In summary, the industry is very strong now, and most forecasts indicate it
will stay this way through 2018. Fab utilization rates are increasing, but there
are some concerns due to the current silicon shortage.
NanoSILICON has been keenly aware of the silicon (wafer) shortage for
some time. We have proactively taken steps to procure additional inventory
and raw materials so that we can continue to support our customer’s
requirements. This has allowed us, in most cases, to maintain current pricing.
Our primary commitment is always to the customer.

Coming soon…
ISO 9001:2015
Seven years after opening our doors,
NanoSILICON, Inc. is becoming ISO
9001:2015 certified. Implementation of
ISO compliant requirements such as;
procedures, document control, employee
training,
preventative
maintenance,
supplier evaluations, customer feedback,
and all other ISO Modules have already
begun. Stay tuned for future updates.

NSi Gets a Facelift
Coinciding with our production facility expansion we
thought it only fair to also update the face of NSi. Our
new website nanosiliconinc.com is scheduled to launch
in August.
The parallax site is user friendly and filled with
interesting facts about NanoSILICON, Inc.

New Logo,
Same Outstanding Service!

Please take a moment to peruse the new site and don’t
forget to like us on Facebook!

sales@nanosiliconinc.com

